COVID-19 GUIDANCE - PRONE POSITIONING OF SPONTANEOUSLY BREATHING PATIENTS

PATIENT SPONTANEOUSLY BREATHING ON OXYGEN, CPAP OR HFNO

WEAR PPE AS PER CURRENT GUIDELINES FOLLOW ESCALATION GUIDANCE

EXCLUSION CRITERIA PRESENT?

DO NOT PROCEED SEEK MEDICAL REVIEW

EXCLUSION CRITERIA
DROWSY
VOMITING
IMMOBILITY
PRESSURE AREAS

ASSESS ESCALATION STATE

AMBER
MEDICAL REVIEW CONTACT CCOT

RED
DO NOT PROCEED CONTACT ICU

GREEN
EXPLAIN PROCEDURE TO PATIENT ATTACH MONITORING – SPO2 + BP

ASSEMBLE STAFF AND ASSIST PATIENT WITH PRONE POSITIONING

CONTINUE TO ASSESS ESCALATION STATE ASSESS PATIENT COMFORT HOURLY AIM 2-6 HOURS PRONE, TWICE A DAY